Concurrent programming has become necessary to benefit from current multi-core processors. The main challenge is safely accessing shared resources from multiple parallel threads, which is typically done with locks. Simple locking mechanisms are easier to implement correctly, but often suffer from high lock contention, which means that threads frequently have to wait until another thread releases a lock. During development, it is difficult to tell when a simple locking mechanism provides adequate performance and scalability, and when more sophisticated locking is worth the additional complexity. Therefore, a tool is needed that shows locking bottlenecks in an application and enables developers to make changes where they pay off.

Our research group has developed an efficient approach for recording lock contention in a Java application and implemented it in the HotSpot Java Virtual Machine [1]. In our approach, we record events, as shown in Figure 1. When a thread cannot immediately acquire an object’s lock (monitor) and has to wait, we record a contended enter event, and when it finally acquires that lock, we record an entered event. This tells us when threads have to wait for a lock and for how long, but those are only symptoms. We also want to know which thread holds that lock, and is thus blocking those threads. Therefore, when a thread releases a lock, we check if there are any threads waiting for that lock, and if there are, we record a contended exit event. When we later analyze the recorded events from all threads, we can find out which threads were blocked by which other threads. More importantly, we also record stack traces in our events, so we can determine which methods cause the most lock contention and where they are called from, and enable a developer to locate the problems in the source code and make effective improvements.

**Figure 1: Example of three contending threads, where T₂ is first blocked by T₁ and then by T₃**
Since our approach has been implemented directly in the Java virtual machine, it has a very low overhead of typically below 10%. However, using our modified Java virtual machine is not always possible, especially in an existing production environment. The task for this thesis is to devise an approach that collects similar information, but does not require modifications to the virtual machine. Because the overhead is likely to be higher than that of our VM-internal approach, additional techniques might be beneficial to reduce the overhead, such as sampling individual contentions, or restricting tracing to individual packages or classes.

One possible approach is **Java instrumentation**, which modifies Java bytecode instructions when an application is loaded. However, Java provides only two bytecode instructions for using locks, which are `monitorenter` and `monitorexit`, and these do not expose to the application whether the lock has been contended. Therefore, a more promising approach is a **hybrid solution using instrumentation and the Java VM Tool Interface (JVMTI)**. An agent running in the Java VM can register for the JVMTI event `MonitorContendedEnter` and receive notifications when a lock is contended (and only then). There is no matching `MonitorContendedExit` event, but the agent could mark the lock as contended in `MonitorContendedEnter`. By additionally instrumenting `monitorexit` instructions, the code could check whether the lock has been marked, and write a corresponding event. This approach would allow for partial instrumentation. Efficiently marking locks and accessing those markings (from both native code and Java code) is a key challenge in this approach. The markings could also be stored in a weak hash map with a cache.

The expected result of this thesis is a reasonably efficient profiling tool for Java that is independent of the used Java virtual machine and provides useful information to resolve lock contention problems in the profiled application. Ideally, the profiling tool should work together with our existing analysis and visualization tools, if necessary by adapting our tool accordingly.
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